Define the following glossary terms and explain their relevance to Anne and Lila’s story.

1. Yad Vashem –

2. Lodz –

3. Assimilated Jews –

4. SS –

5. Ukrainians –

6. Polish 'blue' police –
7. Synagogue –

8. Star of David armband –

9. ‘Golden hands’ –

10. Warsaw Ghetto –

11. Umschlagplatz –

12. ‘Resettlement’ or ‘evacuation’ –

13. Treblinka –
14. 'Vegetable bin' –

15. Schultz's factory –

16. 'Work essential' Jew –

17. Jewish police –

18. Jewish Fighting Organization –

19. Judenrat –

20. 'Aryan side' –

21. Babushka –

22. Righteous Gentiles –
23. ‘Documents’ –

24. Polish Uprising in Warsaw –

25. Red Army –

26. Palestine –